
 

SpeechLab 2.0 is an app that was designed to help those who could not afford to go through speech therapy or really want to
work at home. It has a great success rate and the best part is it takes less than 20 minutes a day to do! The developers wanted
SpeechLab 2. 0 to be as realistic as possible to the real world. Different syllables are grouped together, with each one being
individually voiced by a different person at a different place. There is a total of 9 combinations with a total of 46 voices for this,
making it a huge advantage over the standard computer generated voices that speech therapy gives with speech recognition
software that have similar accuracy rate. SpeechLab 2. 0 uses the Diploma in Speech-Language Pathology, which is
internationally recognized as the standard for speech therapy internationally. So this means you will not have any problems with
having it recognized by doctors or hospitals. Some benefits of SpeechLab 2. 0 are: There are different levels within SpeechLab
2. 0 depending on how close to real life it gets. Level 3 is the closest to the real thing, however you can still use all the features
including editing your voice. The app is free to download and install. SpeechLab 2. 0 works very well with all Android Smart
Phones and Tablets. The only thing needed for this app to work is an internet connection. Some of the things within SpeechLab
2. 0 are: There are many comments from users over the positive things about this app, since it is a great alternative to using
speech recognition software or going through speech therapy in person. The negative comments people have said about this app
include no personalization of voices, not being able to choose English or Spanish for your voice and the same 'good' voices
repeating over and over again. To get better, more advanced training you can get the "SpeechLab Plus" of SpeechLab 2. 0. Plus
features include:

The app was criticized for not actually helping people overcome language deficits, and only giving the impression of doing so. A
user tested this app with a partial seizure disorder and found that he did not actually learn anything new, but rather simply
repeated intonations given to him by the app on previously learned words and phrases. This is because all of the phrases are pre-
recorded by different native speakers; therefore; nothing learned will be specific to that user's vocal tract or accent.
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